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Live your
life leak free
Give up leaking.
Not laughing.

Preferred by
women.
Recommended
by doctors.
RISK FREE
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Give up leaking.
Not dancing.
“I love this device! I have
seen marked improvements.
Unbelievable!”
-Janet, Maryland

Do you leak when you laugh, sneeze, cough
or exercise? Do you wear pads because you
leak? If so, you likely have stress urinary
incontinence. Incontinence can rob you of
so many joys of life. It’s hard to be confident
and active when you are worrying about
leaks. But there is a simple solution to get
you back to living life leak free.®

The solution
ELITONE is a first of its kind device that
allows non-invasive treatment of stress
urinary incontinence. ELITONE uses gentle,
low-frequency pulses to stimulate
weakened pelvic floor muscles by doing
perfectlly-timed Kegels - for you. With
regular use, those embarrassing leaks will
go away.

“I had constant problems with
incontinence. ELITONE changed
my life. I now have complete
control over urination again! No
surprises, no worries.”
-Diana, age 66
A woman’s solution to a
women’s issue.
Gloria Kolb is CEO of Elidah,
inventor of ELITONE and
mother of three. She has
engineering degrees from MIT
and Stanford. “I started Elidah
because I wanted to help
women regain control and
confidence.”

Why ELITONE?
Easy
ELITONE was designed to fit conveniently
into your life. It only takes 20 minutes a day, is
thinner than a pad, and comfortable. Wear it
while you go about your normal day.

Apply

Adjust

Wear

Live

Effective
See fewer leaks in just weeks. 95% of users
had success with ELITONE. It’s FDA-cleared
and doctor-recommended.
External
Wear ELITONE under your clothes, where
you would put a pad, but adhered gently to
your skin. Get dressed and clip the
controller discreetly in your pocket or at
your waistline.

“I really feel that the device
made an impact. I ran 3 miles
and didn’t leak”
-Lesley, age 56

Buy ELITONE.
Then bye, pads!
“I stopped wearing
pads completely”
-Gabrielle

Next steps
1. Visit elitone.com to order your ELITONE
2. Your ELITONE will be shipped directly to you
3. Begin treatment
4. Follow-up with your physician as necessary
You do not need a prescription to buy ELITONE,
but getting one may help you obtain reimbursement through your insurance provider.
Visit elitone.com for more information.

Indication for Use: ELITONE is a non‐implanted muscle
stimulator designed to treat stress urinary incontinence
in women. It applies stimulation to the pelvic floor
muscles and surrounding tissues.
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